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Category
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Resolution status
New
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Lastmod by
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Rating

Description
New users are kind of lost in the process of creating a new tracker from scratch. After they hit on save the form of the new tracker details, they are shown: tiki-admin_trackers.php?trackerId=N (being N the new tracker Id)

Instead, it would be much easier for tiki newbies (or even for everybody?) if they were automagically sent to tiki-admin_tracker_fields.php?trackerId=N

Because it's not intuitive (from the newbie point of view) to know what to do from that interface with so many links at the moment when the new tracker has been created.
UPDATE: Still desirable in Tiki 12 LTS for usability for new users.

Importance
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
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